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Secondary electron cascades were measured in high purity single-crystalline chemical vapor
deposition �CVD� diamond, following exposure to ultrashort hard x-ray pulses �140 fs full width at
half maximum, 8.9 keV energy� from the Sub-Picosecond Pulse Source at the Stanford Linear
Accelerator Center. We report measurements of the pair creation energy and of drift mobility of
carriers in two CVD diamond crystals. This was done for the first time using femtosecond x-ray
excitation. Values for the average pair creation energy were found to be 12.17�0.57 and
11.81�0.59 eV for the two crystals, respectively. These values are in good agreement with recent
theoretical predictions. The average drift mobility of carriers, obtained by the best fit to device
simulations, was �h=2750 cm2 /V s for holes and was �e=2760 cm2 /V s for electrons. These
mobility values represent lower bounds for charge mobilities due to possible polarization of the
samples. The results demonstrate outstanding electric properties and the enormous potential of
diamond in ultrafast x-ray detectors. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2890158�

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the extraordinary material properties of diamond,
it is attracting much attention in ionizing radiation detector
applications. Diamond exhibits a wide band gap �5.47 eV�
allowing for detectors with low leakage currents and low
noise levels for operation over a wide temperature range. In
addition, the low atomic number of carbon �Z=6� makes
diamond near tissue equivalent, which is important in bio-
medical applications. The strong sp3 carbon-carbon bond
that makes diamond the hardest of all materials also results
in a very high damage threshold for ionizing radiation.1 This
makes diamond films suitable for particle detector applica-
tions without a significant degradation in performance from
radiation damage. In addition, single-crystalline chemical va-
por deposition �SC-CVD� diamond exhibits a high saturation
drift velocity, high carrier mobilities,2,3 and high charge col-
lection efficiency with good spatial homogeneity.4

The maximum resolution, e.g., in imaging biological
materials, that can be achieved in x-ray diffraction is today

limited by damage. Ultrashort high-intensity x-ray pulses
from sources like x-ray free electron lasers, which currently
are under development, are expected to extend this limit
significantly.5 Diamond could be used for continuous beam
monitoring in such sources due to its high resilience to ra-
diation.

X-ray photons interact with a material mainly via the
photoelectric effect. In light elements, such as carbon, the
emission of an energetic photoelectron from the K shell is
followed by the emission of a less energetic Auger electron.
These electrons then propagate through the material and ther-
malize, initiating a cascade of secondary electrons in macro-
scopic samples. The cascades play a major role in the ion-
ization dynamics of samples, and contribute significantly to
radiation damage. In a semiconductor, such as diamond, the
cascades result in the excitation of electrons from the valence
band to the conduction band—or expressed differently—in
the formation of electron-hole pairs. These pairs will ulti-
mately recombine in the sample, or alternatively, they can be
collected by an applied electric field at electrodes, with near
100% collection efficiency in high purity semiconductor ma-
terials.
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Until recently, the situation for the determination of the
average pair creation energy �pc in diamond was comparable
to that of silicon before the 1970s. Due to poor sample qual-
ity there was a vast amount of different values in the litera-
ture. For natural diamond, values from 13 eV �Refs. 6 and 7�
up to 18.5 eV �Ref. 8� and even 24.5 eV were reported.9

Poor sample quality results in short carrier lifetime, and pre-
vents complete extraction of all charge created in the sample.
As a consequence, the pair creation energy appears to be
higher. Improvements in the growth of high purity SC-CVD
diamonds have opened up new possibilities for accurate
measurements. However, even for CVD diamonds the re-
ported values in the literature vary between roughly 12 and
13.5 eV �e.g., 12.8 eV from �-particle measurements.10� In
addition there exists a remarkable correlation between the
pair creation energy ��pc� and the band gap energy �Eg� that
different phenomenological models have tried to explain for
the past four decades.11–13 Many semiconductors �e.g., Ge,
Si, and GaAs� obey the relation �pc= 14

5 Eg+0.6 eV,13 which
for diamond would imply �pc=15.9 eV. There is no compel-
ling reason why different excitation sources ��/heavy ions,
�, �/x-ray� should lead to exactly the same �pc since e.g.,
�-particles, besides interacting with electrons, can also trans-
fer energy to the lattice, e.g., by the creation of defects.
Therefore, it is of great importance to measure this material
constant with all kinds of excitation sources and to compare
these values.

Model calculations of the evolution of secondary elec-
tron cascades in diamond have yielded predictions that can
be tested experimentally. At the same time they lead to an
improved understanding of secondary emission rates and ra-
diation damage.14 This can be applied to other covalent car-
bon structures, including biomolecules. Ziaja et al.15–17 have
used Monte Carlo simulations to calculate the temporal evo-
lution of electron cascades showing that the emission of sec-
ondary electrons approaches saturation within about 100 fs.
Simulations using a unified model,17 based on an empirical
model18 for higher electron energies ��100 eV� and first
principles calculations19 at lower energies ��10 eV�, give
precise values for the pair creation energy that can be com-
pared with experiments.

In this paper we describe measurements of the pair cre-
ation energy in diamond using two detectors made from high
purity SC-CVD diamond illuminated by ultrashort 8.9 keV
x-ray pulses from the Sub-Picosecond Pulse Source �SPPS�
at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center �SLAC�. This
source delivers pulses for excitation in the same range of
parameters as used for the simulations in Ziaja et al.,17 en-
abling direct comparison without additional assumptions,
such as independency of �pc on type or energy of the exciting
radiation, etc.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II presents
briefly the properties of SPPS and is followed by a descrip-
tion of our diamond detectors. In Sec. III we present and
discuss the results on pair creation energy. The ultrashort
x-ray pulses have also been used to create electron-hole pairs
for drift mobility measurements in our detectors. This is de-
scribed in Sec. IV. Finally, Sec. V contains the conclusions.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE RADIATION SOURCE AND
THE DETECTORS

The SPPS at SLAC is a linac-based light source capable
of producing ultrashort hard x-ray pulses. Electrons are ac-
celerated over 3 km up to an energy of 28.5 GeV, and in-
jected into a 2.5 m long undulator where radiation is
emitted.20,21 Efficient bunch compression allows pulse dura-
tions on a subpicosecond time scale. Both theoretical calcu-
lations and hands-on measurements determine the average
bunch length to be 80 fs full width at half maximum under
optimal conditions, producing x-ray pulses of similar
durations.21–23 SPPS produces up to 2	107 photons/pulse at
a 10 Hz repetition rate with an energy of several keV.20,21

The photon energy in the experiments described below was
determined by measuring the Bragg angle of a bismuth crys-
tal. This yielded a photon energy of 8.90�0.05 keV. The
width of the unfocused beam is of the order of 1 mm, but can
be focused to less than half a millimeter across with a beryl-
lium �Be� lens which reduces the number of transmitted pho-
tons by roughly an order of magnitude.24 In the past, SPPS
has successfully been utilized to assess ultrafast processes in
crystalline materials.21–23 The SPPS undulator has, at the
time of writing, been removed from SLAC to make room for
the upcoming Linac Coherent Light Source.

The diamond detectors used in the experiments were
manufactured from SC-CVD diamond plates produced and
supplied by E6. The material was synthesized using a micro-
wave plasma-assisted CVD reactor operating at a frequency
of 2.45 GHz. Homoepitaxial CVD diamond was deposited
on especially prepared high-pressure high-temperature
�HPHT� synthetic diamond substrates. A pregrowth etch
phase was followed by epitaxial overgrowth under condi-
tions of high purity. After synthesis the high purity epitaxial
overlayer was first separated from its HPHT diamond sub-
strate by a laser cutting technique, and then polished to give
a freestanding high purity plate. From electron paramagnetic
resonance measurements, the concentration of nitrogen im-
purities in this material is known to be below 5
	1014 cm−3. Both sides of the sample were metallized by
sputtering, using first Ti and then Al in a physical vapor
deposition system. The contacts were patterned by means of
standard optical lithography techniques to form
a semitransparent mesh pattern, 4 mm in diameter,
on the �100� surfaces. Al was etched with
H3PO4:CH3COOH:NO3, and Ti was etched with a weak
solution of HF:HNO3 in water. The plates were annealed for

TABLE I. Properties and measured average energy per created electron-hole
pair of the diamond detectors including the reference PIPS diode. The ab-
sorption coefficients are taken from Ref. 27 and correspond to the denoted
material, its thickness, and the photon energy of E�=8.90�0.05 keV.

PIPS diode Sample 1 Sample 2

Material Silicon �Si� SC-CVD diamond �D�
Thickness ��m� 304�2 528�5 690�5
Absorption A for E=8.9 keV 0.960�0.003 0.443�0.009 0.534�0.009
Slope 
 12�0.2 1.651�0.004 2.051�0.006
Pair creation energy �pc �eV� 3.63�0.03 12.17�0.57 11.81�0.59
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15 min at 600 °C in argon and mounted in holders. Table I
lists key parameters for these crystals and for a passivated
implanted planar silicon �PIPS� diode detector used as refer-
ence.

III. MEASUREMENT OF INDUCED CHARGE BY
FEMTOSECOND X-RAY PULSES

A. Experimental setup

Figure 1 shows the scheme of the experiment. Our aim
was to measure the extracted charge per x-ray pulse in order
to determine the average energy for creating an electron-hole
pair in diamond. Measurements are performed on our two
SC-CVD diamonds described above �referred to as “Samples
1 and 2” in Table I�. A diamond sample is mounted with the
�100� faces perpendicular to the incident beam and illumi-
nated with ultrashort x-ray pulses ��140 fs, 8.9 keV,
�1.5�0.2�	106 photons/shot� at a repetition rate of 10 Hz.
Nonoptimal bunch compression and limited temporal reso-
lution due to the response time of the electro-optic crystals
used for beam profiling cause the pulse length to exceed the
80 fs previously reported.21–23 The generated charge is col-
lected at the electrodes by applying a dc bias �values ranging
from 0 to 300 V�. The charge collection efficiency in this
material is known from previous measurements to be close to
100% with a charge collection distance �at 1 V /�m� on the
order of millimeters and even centimeters.2,25 The extracted
charge is measured by a charge sensitive preamplifier. The
amplifier, based on a Cremat CR-110 circuit, is especially
designed for this purpose. The signal is then shaped with a
Gaussian shaping amplifier Cremat CR-160 and sampled by
an Ortec AD413A Quad 8k analog-to-digital converter

�ADC�. The sample and preamplifier are carefully shielded
to avoid electromagnetic �EM� interference from surround-
ing equipment. An argon-filled ionization chamber—beam
positioning monitor �BPM�—is located upstream from the
sample. The BPM can be used to monitor the intensity of
individual pulses with a response proportional to the number
of photons. Its signal is also read out by the Ortec ADC.

For reference purpose, the diamond sample can be re-
placed by a PIPS diode, Canberra FD 300-20-300 RM. The
PIPS diode is connected to exactly the same chain of ampli-
fiers as the diamond sample and sufficient bias voltage is
applied in order to assure saturation of the diode. The collec-
tion efficiency of the PIPS diode is very close to 100%.

B. Results

Figure 2 plots PIPS counts versus beam intensity, and
shows that these are linearly related for different bias volt-
ages on the PIPS. The figure also shows that the PIPS diode
is nearly saturated at a bias of about 50 V and the corre-
sponding linear fit is the one entering the calculations in
what follows �see Table I�.

The response of the diamond detector is also linear ver-
sus the BPM, as exemplified in Fig. 3. Since it is not possible
to measure simultaneously on the diamond samples and the
PIPS diode �needed for reference� we use linear fits in order
to compare measurements.

The measured count rate N for both the diamond sample
and the silicon PIPS diode is directly proportional to the
collected charge Qcoll with a constant of proportionality �

N = �Qcoll. �1�

As can be seen in Fig. 4 the collected charge becomes inde-
pendent of the bias voltage, above a certain threshold, indi-
cating a near 100% collection efficiency.a

The created charge Q is proportional to the photon en-
ergy E� and the number of absorbed photons I, but inversely
proportional to the average creation energy for an electron-
hole pair �pc. The number of absorbed photons I is simply

aLower efficiency would lead to a higher average pair creation energy. That
is why our result can at least be seen as an upper limit.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Plot showing the linear relation between the response
of PIPS diode and BPM for different bias voltages over the diode. Data for
300–1000 pulses per bias voltage.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Plot showing the linear relation between the response
of diamond detector 2 and the BPM. Data for 3300 pulses with saturated
detector �bias �200 V�.

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. X-rays are first focused by a beryllium lens,
then pass the BPM and penetrate a diamond sample or the PIPS diode for
reference measurements.
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the total number of photons I0 times the absorption A. Since
the BPM-count rate NBPM is also proportional to the total
photon flux I0 �by a factor �� we write

Qcoll = Q = I
E�

�pc
= AI0

E�

�pc
= A

NBPM

�

E�

�pc
. �2�

Thus, the overall dependence between N and NBPM reads

N = �A
NBPM

�

E�

�pc
� 
NBPM, �3�

with


 �
�AE�

��pc
�4�

being the proportionality factor.
This factor is given by the slope of the linear fit in a

�Si/diamond, BPM� plot. Thus, by taking the quotient of dia-
mond �D� and silicon �Si� related slopes, material indepen-
dent quantities cancel out and we are only left with the rela-
tive absorption I / I0 and the average energy per created
electron-hole pairb. Therefore, we can write

�pc
D =


Si


D

AD

ASi
�pc

Si . �5�

Knowing the pair creation value for silicon
�3.63 eV�0.03 eV� at room temperature,26 we obtain the
corresponding values for the diamond sample. The results
are presented in Table I.

IV. MEASUREMENT OF DRIFT MOBILITY

A. Experimental setup

For these measurements sample 1 was rotated by 90 deg
and mounted with the �100� faces parallel to the beam and
illuminated through a narrow slit �150 �m wide�, onto one
edge with ultrashort x-ray pulses ��140 fs, 8.9 keV� at a
repetition rate of 10 Hz. More than 95% of the photons get

absorbed and generate electron-hole pairs in close proximity
to one of the contacts. By applying a dc bias across the
sample, holes or electrons �depending on bias polarity�
traverse the sample and are collected at the opposite contact.
The dc bias is varied in steps between −300 and +300 V. The
resulting current is measured by a broadband current ampli-
fier located near the sample. The amplifier, based on a
MAX4223 operation amplifier, is especially designed for this
purpose. The sample and amplifier are carefully shielded to
avoid EM interference. The signal is recorded using a
DSO81304A Infiniium oscilloscope from Agilent Technolo-
gies with 13 GHz bandwidth. For each bias voltage, the sig-
nal is averaged over 64 pulses to reduce the influence of
fluctuations in beam intensity between consecutive pulses.

B. Results

The temporal profile of the current is expected to be
dependent on the amount of space charge generated by the
x-ray pulse. This follows because a high concentration of
space charge will appreciably affect the electric field distri-
bution across the sample. In addition, trapping centers may
cause a more or less permanent polarization of the sample.
The space charge effect becomes substantial if the injected
charge Q is approximately equal to or larger than CU, where
C is the sample capacitance and U the bias voltage. In this
experiment the charge created is about 10 pC/pulse, the
sample capacitance is 0.35 pF, and bias voltages in the range
10–300 V have been used. Thus, the experiment is con-
ducted in the “difficult” region Q�CU, requiring compari-
son with device simulations in order to interpret data. Ex-
amples of electric current traces for both positive and
negative bias polarities are shown in the inset in Fig. 5. The
signal exhibits some ringing, apparently due to some imped-
ance mismatch in the circuit. Nevertheless the signal can be
seen to display a characteristic sharp drop at a certain �bias-
dependent� time characteristic of a carrier transient across the
sample. Measured transit times versus inverse bias are shown
in Fig. 5.

bNote that actually an implicit dependency on the photon energy remains
through the magnitudes of the absorption coeffieicts.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Mean value �over 300 pulses/bias� of BPM-
normalized ADC counts for Sample 2 as a function of electric field and bias,
respectively. FIG. 5. �Color online� Transit times for holes �neg. bias� and electrons �pos.

bias� vs inverse bias voltage. Solid lines show best fits to device simulations
�see text�. The inset shows current traces for different bias voltages as re-
corded by the oscilloscope.
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By assuming a linear relation between drift velocity v
and electric field E �i.e., a constant mobility � with v=�E;
this is reasonable for the low bias voltages in this experi-
ment� and by neglecting polarization effects due to trapping,
the data can be fitted well to device simulations based on the
drift-diffusion and Poisson equations. Least-squares fits of
device simulations to experimental data are indicated by the
solid lines in Fig. 5, with �h=2750 and �e=2760 cm2 /V s.
However, although it is possible in principle to measure the
amount of trapped charge in this type of experiment,27 this
was not possible with the relatively low signal to noise ratio
achieved. Thus it cannot be excluded that polarization effects
are important. Homogeneous polarization of the sample will
normally increase the transit time and therefore the drift mo-
bility values quoted above must only be regarded as lower
bounds.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Measured values for the average pair creation energy in
diamond 12.17�0.57 and 11.81�0.59 eV can be directly
compared to theoretical predictions from the Monte Carlo
simulations of Ziaja et al.17 In their paper two different mod-
els are used. The TPP-2 model, which yields a pair creation
energy of 12.5 eV, and the more complex WTPP-2 model,
which yields a pair creation energy of 12.0 eV. As can be
seen in Fig. 6 our data are in good agreement with predic-
tions based on the WTPP-2 model. This shows that an accu-
rate treatment of low energy cross sections is needed to agree
with experimental results.

Even though our results have tighter error bounds than
most previous results, there is still a big error coming to a
large extent from the reference measurement with the PIPS
diode. By simply improving statistics one could decrease the
relative error from 4% down to 2.5%. In order to decrease
the error margin even more would involve direct absorption
measurements for the samples which could also be done,
e.g., by using two identical ionization chambers with the
diamond detector in between.

By measuring the transit time of carriers through a
sample at different bias and comparing with device simula-
tions it was also possible to measure low-field drift mobili-
ties of holes and electrons, using the SPPS as excitation
source. The best fit to data was obtained for �h=2750 and
�e=2760 cm2 /V s. However, with the relatively low signal
to noise ratio achieved in this experiment it cannot be ex-
cluded that strong polarization results in an inhomogeneous
electric field distribution in the detector. Therefore these mo-
bility values are lower bounds only.
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